
MCDONALDS SENIOR RESTAURANT

Check out our essay example on McDonald's â€œSeniorsâ€• Restaurant to start writing !.

What should she do about the bingo idea? They sit for hours with a cup of coffee, chatting with friends.
Further, they are neater than most customers, and carefully clean up their tables before they leave. What
should she do about the senior citizen market--that is, should she encourage, ignore, or discourage her seniors?
In the past years, this party room played no role in daily business. As the article mentioned, this restaurant has
a party room area which could hold up to persons. First of all, having more senior customers means earning
more profit because this is a good opportunity for market development. This will detour many of the younger
customers and the customers who are coming to get the fast food service. Theyre like my family. However, the
seniors prefer to sit for hours. Bingo, even with no monetary exchange, could still be perceived as organized
gambling by some members of the society. In terms of defining a "target market", is Suzanne on target? It is
one of the worlds most well-known brands and holds a leading share in the globally branded quick service
restaurant segment of the informal eating-out market in every country they do business. Thirdly, it is a good
opportunity to make full use of capacity. In the extreme, Suzannes McDonalds might become more like a
European-style restaurant where the customers are never rushed and feel very comfortable about lingering
over coffee for an hour or two! Does this strategy improve this McDonald's image? The prizes would be
coupons for purchases at her store to keep it legal and would amount to about two-thirds of the bingo receipts
at retail prices. The McDonald's History Raymond Albert Kroc , A Salesman Ray Kroc mortgaged his home
and invested his entire life savings to become the exclusive distributor of a five-spindled milk shake maker
called the Multimixer. Because on one hand, the game prizes which would amount to about two-thirds of the
bingo receipts can be very attractive for senior customers thus guarantee the stable customer source. The
McDonald's History Raymond Albert Kroc , A Salesman Ray Kroc mortgaged his home and invested his
entire life savings to become the exclusive distributor of a five-spindled milk shake maker called the
Multimixer. Suzanne knows that the amount her customers spend is similar to the average customers purchase
but the seniors do use the facilities for a much longer time. People playing bingo may get a sense of hunger
and would spend a little on food. Not all clientele can come in for breakfast as often as senior citizens do. With
this strategy, they also bring no profit. And if customers felt the restaurant was crowded, some might feel that
they wouldnt get fast service. Finally, the conclusion that I came up with was to build bigger McDonald
restaurants to accommodate the mammoth change in people. That marketing deal would be in hopes to attract
the younger crowd in which they may eat the more expensive meals. The seniors will spend their dollars on
breakfast and spend their dollars on Bingo. So, what should supply chain managers expect their system
software and hardware to do for their supply chain? What should she do about the senioor citizen market â€”
that is, should she encourage, ignore, or discourage her seniors? On the other hand, a place that seems busy
might be seen as a good place to go and a friendly place. After using monthly breakfast special strategy, Lisa
attracts new consumer group and increases sales of this restaurant in new market. Q3: Do you think having
more senior customers can be an opportunity to Lisa? How does a company give consumers what they want
and yet protect them at the same time? The relationship is considered a good one between the staff and the
seniors. With them cleaning up after themselves, one can assume that they probably help keep variable labor
costs down while consistently creating additional revenue by bringing in additional customers to the
restaurant. What are consumers' responsibilities when they buy a product such as hot coffee or hot
hamburgers? But if the size of the senior citizen group continues to grow, crowding could become a problem.


